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Hong kong golden computer center

Not many people associate Hong Kong with beaches; However, with more than 200 islands, the area is blessed with excellent beaches, many with a host of world-class leisure facilities. Hong Kong's Department of Leisure and Cultural Services manages 41 gazetted public beaches, ensuring the presence of lifeguards and contributing to the maintenance of facilities such as
campgrounds and shark prevention networks. The beaches of this list are relatively easy to reach using hong kong's transport system. If you are planning a trip to any of them, do not forget to prepare for heat and wear a high factor sun block before laying in the sun. 01 of 08 OSTILL / Getty Images Stanley is a village in hong kong island's southern district, where you can find
many of Hong Kong's best beaches. Before them, visitors to Stanley will find a well-developed beach with a beautiful promenade and plenty of Western-style bars and restaurants and linings on the waterfront. The village also has two beaches: Stanley's main beach and St. Stephen's beach. Boat enthusiasts converge on Stanley Main Beach in June for the biggest Dragon Boat
Festival race in Hong Kong, turning this otherwise sleepy beach town into a crowded tourist hotspot. A number of buses serve travelers from Central to Stanley, most of whom take passengers from Queensway in front of Admiralty MTR station. Water quality: Good, 3/5. Stanley's main beach is clean enough. Although some debris is evident in the water, it is acceptable for most.
Features: Excellent. Stanley is the epitoge of a seaside town. On the beach you will find lifeguards and shark nets, both Chinese food, and an abundance of Western bars and restaurants nearby, a very decent market and many tourist attractions. 02 of 08 Tuomas Lehtinen/Getty Images While it may take a little leg of work to get here, this secluded spot on lamma island boasts
crystal clear water and a beautiful strip of sand. Its distance from civilization ensures a small crowd density even on weekends. If you are determined to get to Lo So Shing, by ferry from Central Pier 4 to Yung Shue Wan, then follow the Family Walk To Lo So Shing, a 40-minute walk each way. Water quality: Excellent, 5/5. In addition to uninhabited islands, Lo So Shing is the
cleanest beach in Hong Kong. If you want to baptize swimming trunks, this is the place to come. Features: Surprisingly good. About a 60-minute walk from Yung Shue Wan On Lamma Island, Lo So Shing is one of the largest attractions; but its parting means that there is little chance of donkey rides or sifting cocktails on the seashore. You'll find lifeguards, shark nets, and changing
rooms, but a little more. 03 of 08 Tuomas Lehtinen/ Getty Images Out on Lantau Island in new areas, Silvermine Bay is a relaxed beach near Lantau's unofficial capital Mui Wo. Lantau is much more chilled-out than Hong Kong Island, and it's a great choice for travelers with children. Namesake silver is an operation that for several decades in the 19th century- can still be seen
here, as well as some guards built to protect themselves from pirate attacks. Visitors to Silvermine Bay can also visit other nearby lantau attractions, including the Ngong Ping cable car and the jaw-dropping Tian Tan Big Buddha. To get here, by ferry from the central pier to Lantau Island. Water quality: Excellent, 5/5. Well clear, hong kong island, lantau beaches are some of the
cleanest in Hong Kong. 04 of 08 gionnixxx /Getty Images Shek O is a beautiful beach located in the southeast of Hong Kong Island and is popular with costume retreats from the city. Many first-time beach lovers in Hong Kong take advantage of Shek O's availability and visit him for the first time. In addition to the beach, Shek O also offers direct access to the Dragon's Back
footpath (one of Hong Kong's best hiking spots), which many beach lovers also accept as two-for-one bargain (hike first, beach later). Another adjacent beach, known as Big Wave Bay, serves surfers with its rough waters and tidy surfing community. To get to Shek O Beach, take the No 9 minibus from Shau Kei Wan MTR Station. Water quality: Good, 4/5. Shek O water quality
makes it worth the extra effort to achieve. Around the corner, Big Wave Bay also has excellent water quality, and it has the best surfing in Hong Kong. Features: Very good. In this fantastic seaside village there are many wonderful restaurants with excellent al fresco seating. There are also changing rooms, lifeguards and shark nets. Next up to 5 out of 8 below. 05 of 08 Melissa
Tse/Getty Images Probably Hong Kong's most visited beach, the popularity of Repulse Bay can be attributed to its proximity to central rather than beach quality. Still, it remains Hong Kong's top luxury beach spot, its picturesque waterfront stuck in fine restaurants, shopping and endless crowds of mainland Chinese tourists. At repulse bay beach on the south end you will find a
temple built to protect local fishermen and their families - the Tin Hau Temple, one of about 50 in Hong Kong dedicated to this goddess. To get to Repulse Bay, you will simply take a bus 6 or 6X from central. It is also a short walk from Ocean Park MTR Station. Water quality: Good, 4/5. Due to its proximity to Central Hong Kong, the water around Repulse Bay is quite cloudy. While
many locals still swim in the water, you can decide not to. Repulse Bay is a luxurious central: a short walk north of the temple, you'll find pulse, dining and lifestyle outlets on the strip that satisfy a luxury set. Rescuers patrol most of the year, there are changing rooms, and the bay is covered with shark nets. The beach is packed on weekends. 06 of 08 Tommy Au/ Getty Images Sai
Kung Peninsula does not lack amazing views you can take one of the four beaches around Tai Long Wan Bay: It's Long Sai Wan, Ham Tin Wan, Tai Wan and Tung Wan. Ham Tin Wan Beach is best in Hong Kong, with finely powdered sand and crystal clear waters. An excellent daily tripper option, along the beaches of the Sai Kung Peninsula take a little more effort to reach as it
is in the eastern part of the New Territory. You want to take Bus Number 92 from Diamond Hill MTR Kowloon. Water quality: Good, 4/5. Sai Kung is a good distance from hong kong island, and it helps to keep your water very clean. Features: Excellent. There are plenty of meals and drinks, including some tasty gourmet restaurants. Sai Kung is a great choice for those interested in
water sports, including kayaking and windsurfing, and just up the road is the Sai Kung Sailing Club. 07 of 08 Aidan Mak / Flickr / CC BY-ND 2.0 Pui O village and beach on the Lantau Chi Ma Wan peninsula, bordering lantau south country park, is perhaps Hong Kong's tallest beach for camping and otherwise rough. If tents on the beach are not your thing, you can rent a country
house nearby. Beach sand is both black and yellow, betraying semi-volcanic origin. Behind the coast you can take section 12 of the nearby Lantau Trail connecting Pui O and Mui Wo. To get here, take a ferry from Central Pier 6 to Mui Wo, then (if you are not hiking) take Bus 1 to Pui O Beach. Water quality: Good, 4/5. Quality usually fluctuates between good and fair, but avoid
heavy rain during periods. Features: Excellent. For potential campers, Pui O Campsite is next to the beach, and its barbecue pits are a great local drawing. 08 of 08 Dallas Stribley/Getty Images Weekenders converge on the beaches of Cheung Chau Island to take windsurfing or relax on the golden sands. The larger of the two beaches, Tung Wan, is also more popular, with more
full facilities and its own hotel (Warrick) near the beach. Another beach, Kwun Yam, may be smaller, but retains some popularity due to its reputation as a surfboard refuge. Olympic champion and local hero Lee Lai-shan has learned her craft in these waters, and the local statue of the surfer commemorates her achievement. To get here, by ferry from Central Pier 5 to Cheung
Chau, then take a walk on Tung Wan road to the beach. Water quality: Good, 4/5. Quality usually fluctuates between good and fair. Features: Good. Public amenities include a dressing room, showers and rafting rental. To move to content in the city, famous for food, it is difficult to know where to dig. Anya von Bremzen maps from the final guide let Shanghai have its own rumors
and Singapore's own rich mix of ethnic cuisines. The sophistication of the Cantonese palate, the obsession of the islanders' traditions and quality and the boom in restaurants that specialize in dishes from all over China, not to mention the eastern and western fusion of the highest hotel kitchens, ensures that Hong Kong still presents a celebration like no other city. From pale
trolleys to tea from hot lounges to haute restaurants, from Chinese classics to private clubs, here are 28 of 28 it is worth exacerbating your sticks. For. HOT TABLES Hidden on the 12th floor of the shopping tower in the frenetic Times Square district, Water Margin (Food Forum, Shop 1205; 852/3102-0088; dinner for two $64) takes Hong Kong's meals into the future by reinventing
the past. Masterfully dressed hipsters gather here to eat in the style of their grandparents, surrounded by grill screens, tea furniture and burnt wood equipment transplanted from Shanxi Province. Waiters stylishly monk, rough-hewn brown tunic parade with clay shell pan-nordic specialties, such as chilled clams marinated in rose wine and shades with garlic and chili, or mix fried
shrimp enough irresistible smoky aroma oolong tea leaves. Green watermelon skin strips, flattered with sesame oil, should be marked with a dangerous addiction. While Kee (32 Wellington St., Sixth Floor; 852/2810-9000; dinner for two $103) advertises himself as a private dining club, the road to the discrete entrance is well shrouded in Sergio Rossi stilettos (concierge at any
good hotel can get you). Worlds apart from the neon-lit Yung Kee restaurant on street level, this quiet two-story space is the work of a Vienna stage designer who created a 21st-century collector's deck, with hidden salons filled with paintings, mats and eclectic objets. The kitchen here has a divided personality: at dinner cognoscenti preen over lobster risotto made by an Italian
chef. They return for lunch on an authentic Cantonese menu steaming eggplant topped with delicate mince canned fish and pork, weightless sticky rice balls, and translucent herbal dumplings that can be polished to dozens. CANTONESE CLASSICS Full haute-Cantonese cooking improvement and technical brio is exhibited at victoria city seafood restaurant (Sun Hung Kai Centre,
Second floor, 30 Harbour Rd., Wanchai; 852/2827-9938; dinner for two for $103), where one is happy to look at the fero-lighting and garnish carpets for delicious Chinese ham baked with Chilean oil and a complex, smoky XO sauce. Crisp as twisted sugar, roasted chicken skin is a sensational contrast to feathers steamed bun. A two-pound crab with vanilla sweet meat is luxurious
in a decade-old sauce that is an equal measure of chicken fat, rice wine, double strength broth, and egg yolks. The blank amount at lunchtime is just as good. Meanwhile, restaurant Yung Kee (32-40 Wellington St.; 852/2522-1624; dinner for two for $64) tempts lunch with the canton equivalent of brawnyfare, which is associated with the weather at a French eatery. Beef brisket in
transparent broth has a pot-au-feu oomph; pig troter roulades arrive to garnish with Chinese mustard and crunchy jellyfish strands. In this 61-year-old institution, young geese are transformed into slices of soft meat and rich, brittle sausages, which would gladly make a charcuterie junkie. REGIONAL FLAVORS The greatest gastronomic effect of transmission the restaurant boom,
which introduced Hong Kongers to the nuances of modern Sichuan, Hunan and Shanghai cuisines. Soulful star anise-scented Shanghai braises get a makeover at Faye's Nouvelle Chinois Restaurant (Level 3, Man Yee Arcade, 60-68 Des Voeux Rd., Central; 852/2259-9393; lunch for two $30), an elegant outpost at shanghai-based restaurant empire. Thin sheets of bean curd,
cut into fettuccine-like strands and cut with broad beans and canned greens, are fantastic. Ditto restaurant famous fried pork: glistening square plush belly meat served on a steam bun. Several regional styles thrive under one roof at Whampoa Gourmet Place (Site 8, Hunghom; 852/2128-7440), a new eating center in the high-rise residential enclave of Kowloon. Sichuan-style food
is authentically spicy in the populist Wing Lai Yuen (Ground Floor, Whampoa Garden; 852/2320-6430; lunch for two for $10), with tongue-in-law chicken with chili and wonderful slices of cold pork smeared with aromatic soy sauce. Iconic Sichuanese don don mian (sesame noodles) is so coveted here that portions are rationing: one for one customer. Above Din Tai Fung (third
floor; 852/2330-4886; dinner for two for $26), I had rustic pork dumplings, sweet mixed fried pea shoots and terrifying Taiwanese tofu, seaweed and glass noodle salad. On the way out, I noticed unidentified meat expanding from the hooks above the other counter of the store. Try the penis of our scratched bull, the shopkeeper begged. Maybe next time. HOTEL RESTAURANTS
Peninsula is famous for its Starck-designed, 28th-floor restaurant Felix; her tea tutorials; and the chef's desk Gaddi. But cantonal lunch cinnamon-scented roasted squash and bracing snake soup spring moon (Salisbury Rd.; 852/2315-3160; lunch for two $60) is unforgettable. Across the harbor, don't miss the pale sums overlooking Man Wah (Mandarin Oriental Hong Kong, 5
Connaught Rd.; 852/2522-0111; lunch for two $40). If diversity is what you're after, go to Café TOO (Island Shangri-La, Pacific Place, Supreme Court Rd.; 852/2820-8571; lunch buffet $30 per person), where the buffet takes an evolutionary leap with endless brushed steel stations hawking pasta soups, tandoori bread, sushi, and aromatic curries. Still craving shark fin soup? Hong
Kong actress Michelle Yeoh commands her at T'ang Court (Langham Hotel, 8 Peking Rd., Tsimshatsui; 852/2375-1133; lunch for two for $70), whose wok-seared lobster should also be anchored. Hong Kong's elite promotes Grissini (Grand Hyatt Hong Kong, 1 Harbour Rd.; 852/2588-1234; dinner for two for $195) for carefully crafted Milanese dishes (porcini mushroom and
pumpkin risotto, scratched duck with age balm reduction) paired with wines from their 1,000 bottles. Alaino Ducasse's Spoon opening at the InterContinental Hotel (18 Salisbury Rd.; 852/2313-2256; dinner for two $ dissipated any doubts that the uproar had returned to Hong Kong. The mix-and-match menu is only sufficient competition with the port view. The hotel's seafood
restaurant Yu (852/2721-1211; dinner for two $150) should not be forgotten: its seafood plate is phenomenal. DIM SUM AND THEN A FEW dishes are more festive in Hong Kong than a breakfast of dumplings and fragrant tea. The perfect lack of a bearish amount: non-luxury hotels, Titanic-sized dining halls, intimate teahouses, and totally unlikely places like Boris (Upper Ground
Floor, Queens Place, 74 Queens Rd.; 852/2525-8803; lunch for two $20). Imagine falling into the glossy Absolut vodka ad, with Cyrillic letters laminated on glossy walls; Russian tea glasses; and cushions stretched banquets. Only instead of borscht are fat, crusty pork pot stickers, Shanghainese crab dumplings squirting hot broth, and kumquat-honey tea. For something more
classic, consider Maxim's Chinese Restaurant (2-3/F, Hennessy Centre, 500 Hennessy Rd., Causeway Bay; 852/2895-2200; dim sum for two $16), an expanding place loved by old people who gather here after practicing chi in Victoria Park. Breakfast is grabbed from steam tables and carts stacked with crispy tarot cakes that ignore gravity, shrimp har gaw wrapped in translucent
rice flour packs, and velvet-level fish balls. WORTH DETOUR Travelers nostalgic Hong Kong colonial glamour yore inevitably end up at the Repulse Bay hotel, at Verandah (109 Repulse Bay Rd., First Floor; 852/2812-2722; brunch for two $85). Here, whirlwind fans, palm trees, and a trio of jazz add up to the setting so Hollywood, you'd expect to see a William Holden look. The
veranda's Sunday brunch is a legendary extravagant buffet and roving champagne cocktail trolley (after a few Kirs, some see William Holden). Crab legs are good for Verandah, but serious pilgrims of seafood faith take a one-hour ride to the folksy Sai Kung village for a meal on the rumored seaside promenade lined with restaurants that overlook dense tangle yachts and sampans.
The best is Chuen Kee (87-89 Main Nin St.; 852/2792-9294, dinner for two for $55), where striped soft shell shrimp and giant crabs are mixed with a delicious mixture of ginger and scallions, while floating plate-sized scallops are topped with cellophane noodles, moistened with chef's secret sauce. Four essential snacks1. CONGEE All Hong Kong wakes up with a cone bowl (after
all), soothingly dull, long-stewed rice hat. The Sang Kee Congee (7-9 Burd St., Sheung Wan; 852/2541-1099; breakfast for two for $4), stuffed fans order it with pig lungs or fish intestines. Squeamish? Try beef slices.2. EGG TARTS These sing warm tartai-crusts forming a silk egg-yolk custard—are as much hong kong emblem as the Star Ferry. This Chong Bakery (32 Lyndhurst
Terrace; 852/2544-3475; tarte for two for $1) also sells sugar dust choux dough crumbs. It is worth the WONTON Forget lead stuff from Chinese takeouts: at Chung Kee Noodle Restaurant (37 Wing Kut St, Sheung Wan; 852/2541-6388; lunch for two The delicate dough of the dumplings is formed around the shrimp and floats in a transparent broth loaded with egg vermicelli.4.
BEEF BRISKET Braised with sweet spices and tangerine peel until it collapses with a touch of stick, brisket from Kau Kee (21 Gough St., Sheung Wan; 852/2850-5967; dinner for two $6) draws office workers and those who are attracted to Rolls-Royces. Luxe Lounges When it comes to sifting, grazing and posturing, Hong Kong does not miss the rhythm. Witness at Dragon-I
(Centrium, 60 Wyndham St., Upper Ground Floor, Central; 852/3110-1222; dinner for two $116), a club-restaurant with nouvelle Japanese nibbles menu and an incredibly sexy terrace lounge equipped with birdcages. Showbiz regularly order bruce lee combo (foie gras, lobster, caviar, gold leaf). • WasabiSabi (Times Square; Matheson St., 13th floor; Causeway Bay; 852/2506-
0009; dinner for two for $84), sip passion fruit sake and snack on fried spicy fish caviar, looking at the podium surrounded by a glossy wall of silver beads. • With blown photos from Fellini films, artisan grappas, and Euro-looking Cantonese model actress types puffing on cigars under red ceilings, Cinecittà (9 Star St., Wanchai; 852/2529-0199; dinner for two $52) trades in retro
Italian glamour. • Next door, Kokage (9 Star St., Wanchai; 852/2529-6138; dinner for two $52) pulls swells with its nobu-esque interior, well-edited sake list, and braised tuna cheeks with yuzu vanilla sauce. Everyone sometimes needs a break from pig eateries and fish eyes. Drinking Up Artisanal Tea is currently a sip, and moon garden teahouse (5 Hoi Ping Rd.; 852/2882-6878),
it's twirled, sniffing, and enjoy with respect usually reserved for dusty bottles of old Margaux. Vincent chu, a boyish owner and a man who falls in love with his leaves, explains the difference between Pu Erh (earthy and smooth) and oolong (fruit, semi-fermented) and drives customers toward white tea from Fujian province (a sunny day dried in the air). West Lake Dragon Well
green tea has the smell of wet autumn leaves; at $50 a pot, Chu's red label tea makes Margaux look like a bargain. The atmosphere in the salons may not be the ones they had centuries ago, but this bar and restaurant is working to create what they call salon culture. Kee Club is a private, members-only club with three salons; The Purple Salon has a library with Jacobson chairs
and lots of reading material, and the Red Salon is rented for business and dinner events. Resident DJs mix tunes from home to funk, and the Venetian dining is headed by Austrian chef Daniel Salchegger. Head to the 25th floor of mandarin oriental, Hong Kong, for a wide view and gilded pale sum, such as Wagyu beef and black pepper puffs and foie gras-and-shrimp rolls. Soup
noodles with braised brisket, sweet spices, and mandarin peel are stolen for only $2. At the entrance to this popular bite, large oven oven from a party after a party restaurant named dish: homemade breadsticks (grissini Italian). Located inside the Grand Hyatt Hong Kong, the candle-lit dining room is designed with white-dressed tables, black Philippe Starck chairs, and abstract
paintings by California artist Tony DeLap. Floor-to-ceiling windows offer views of Victoria Harbour, and a spiral staircase leads to a 1,000-bottle wine cellar. In the kitchen French laundry alum Andrea Fraire crafts dishes from her native northern Italy, such as handmade garganelli noodles with sautéed red shrimp, zucchini, and saffron. Part restaurant and part nightclub, Dragon-i
draws a seemingly endless parade of models and A-list celebrities, with past guests including David Beckham, Jude Law, and Naomi Campbell. Inside the place is divided into three parts: a bar set under tiny, star lights; an outdoor terrace with many birds of birds' houses; and dining room decorated with bright red lights and banquettes with intricate dragon designs. Incorporating
Chinese and Japanese flavors, the menu includes a popular all-you-can-eat dim sum lunch, as well as dinner entrées like foie gras maguro yaki: fried foie gras and tuna steak with teriyaki butter sauce. Located on the second floor of the Cosmo Hotel Mongkok, the cinema-inspired eatery is named after the Italian film studio, which produced the work of its famous director Federico
Fellini. The dining room is reminiscent of a 1950s vibe with blown stills from Fellini films and a big screen showing black and white movies. The ever-changing menu is named after legendary Italian actors such as Rudolphas Valentino, Roberto Benigni and Gina Lollobrigida. The a la carte menu includes antipasti, such as beef carpaccio, as well as homemade pasta and a net such
as braised ossobuco with Parmesan risotto. Dishes are paired with Italian wines from the glass-walled cellar. Not all notable Hong Kong restaurants are located in the heart of the city; Famous for its fresh, inexpensive seafood, this one is located in the fishing village of Sai Kung, north-east of the metropolis. One of several branches, the multilevel restaurant sits on a bustling
waterfront promenade that is lined with colorful sampans and floating markets. No-frills in the interior are little more than worn furniture and lots of live seafood tanks, from which edibles choose their ingredients. Then the chefs use selected seafood to prepare entrées, such as steamed flower crabs, and salt and pepper mantis shrimp. Located on the seventh floor of the Hotel
Shangri-La, this large international buffet does not require payment for one culinary style. Inside the restaurant is bright and airy, with light wood accents, eight brushed steel cooking stations and floor-to-ceiling windows overlooking Hong Kong Park. Breakfast includes custom-made pancakes, tropical fruits and plenty of squeezed juices from traditional oranges to more unusual like
cucumber lime. Lunch and dinner offer a variety of options, from Italian pastes and Indian soldiers to dim dishes such as steamed pork buns. The dessert bar is lined with soufflés, pastries and homemade gelato. This Michelin two-star restaurant serves gourmet Cantonese cuisine at langham Hong Kong, which serves former guests such as Jackie Chan. Inspired by the
eponymous T'ang dynasty, the dining room is decorated with a bright red carpet, velvet drapes and white-dressed tables, which are widely designed for greater privacy. Dim amount is the preferred choice for lunchtime, while popular dinner entrées include mixing fried lobster with onions, and braised shark fins with sliced lobster, crab nails, and scallops of hot and sour soup. T'ang
Court also has several set menus designed specifically for pregnant women. Located on the ground floor of the Hong Kong Peninsula hotel, this upscale Cantonese restaurant is designed to reflect the history of the peninsula, which first opened in 1928. The dining room has Art Deco-style touches, including stained glass panels and dark wood accents, as well as oriental carpets,
classic white tablecloths, and wall-lined cuttlefish shades for photos. The lunchtime dim sum menu includes shrimp dumplings and deep fried tarot, while the dinner menu features what many consider to be the best Beijing duck in town. Professional tea masters are on hand to guide diners through a list of 25 Chinese teas. This Michelin two-star restaurant, owned by world-reno-
famous chef Alain Ducasse, is located on the first floor of the InterContinental hotel, opposite Victoria Harbour. More than 500 hand-blown Murano glass spoons match tony chi's ceiling, designed in a space that also features an open kitchen, eel leather chairs and a wall of picture windows with panoramic water views. The menu lists modern French dishes, such as steamed duck
foie gras with citrus and pepper, and sea scallops with pumpkin and white truffles. In addition, the restaurant also serves a tasting menu with wine pairs from a basement of 3,000 bottles. Americans can't happily push their bowl of Lucky Charms aside for rice porridge, but hong kong congee is a champion breakfast. Known to some as jook, the congee is made by boiling white rice
until it becomes porridge, then adding spices and meat or fish. This Sheung Wan grab-and-go restaurant serves a variety of dishes, and regular reservations for it not only for breakfast, but also during the day. Brave eaters choose authentic supplements, such as fish belly or fish intestines, while the less adventurous prefer pork or beef. This wan chai restaurant serves a cantonal
diminutive amount, seafood and Shanghai-style fare in the banquet-style dining room. Victoria City Seafood is located on the second floor of Sun Hung Kai Centre like soup dumplings with hairy crab caviar and steamed rice labels. Large aquarium behind the entrance entrance with fish that is fresh from the tank for preparation. Generously sized, round tables abound to
accommodate large groups and families. Some say the bay was named after the British Navy repels squatter pirates, while others claim the ship was inspired by a moniker. Regardless of origin, this area of Hong Kong's southern district is now home to expensive apartments, expensive restaurants and upscale shopping. Restored verandah in 2009 aims to restore the colonial
atmosphere of the former Repulse Bay Hotel with soaring ceilings, white walls, ceiling fans and ocean windows. Continental cuisine is a specialty, and a seafood plate can contain freshly caught shrimp, mussels, salmon and scallops, thrown on potatoes and asparagus. The reputation of founder Kam Shui Fai's roasted geese began at his modest street food stall before the start of
World War II. Since that beginning, the business has grown, which will one day earn a chef Michelin star for three years in a row. Service is fast and may seem like a strict diner not used for local simplified, Cantonese manners. Nevertheless, tourists and locals regularly fill this central neighborhood to taste the famous roasted goose in plum sauce and other traditional dishes, such
as char siew (barbecue pork), mix fried dove or chopped beef with oyster sauce. There are four set menus, as well as a la carte and take-off. The price of Sichuan is known to launch a party (or fire, with proper spices) in your mouth, so have a glass of water ready before digging in this development in the Hung Hom neighborhood restaurant Whampoa Garden. Round tables, red
walls and red and white chairs set a bright atmosphere on this ground floor. Xiao's long bao steaming buns get the appetite revived by traditional dishes such as pot stickers, sliced pork tangy and sweet sauce, or scratched eggplant with oyster sauce anticpation. There is no need to pay for just one restaurant in this Kowloon food shopping center, which is part of Whampoa's
wonderful worlds. In front of the cruise ship-shaped Whampoa shopping center, this high-rise has a range of dining options. Start with the traditional cooked Hong Kong breakfast porridge Tasty Congee &amp; Noodle Wantun Shop. For a spicy lunch, head to Wing Lai Yuen for Sichuan Fare as Dan Dan Mian noodles. And stop by at the ground floor Wing Wah Cake shop to pick up
a pack of sausages, mooncake, or jasmine tea bag on the road. This sleek Japanese bar and dining room allows patrons to walk along the runway, which separates the restaurant and bar areas. Part of the Aqua restaurant group, this club's Times Square location is decorated in gold, red and black; the sidewalk is gold, and the color of the Lipstick Lounge is bright red shades.
Sushi occupies the center and seafood is lown daily from Tokyo Tsukiji Fish Market. ranges from California maki rolls to kappa maki cucumber rolls and datupi kana maki with soft shell crab. crab. after-dinner drinks include a cocktail of tiramisu and kiwi cocktails. © copyright . All rights reserved ID: 12355 Printed from this link is to an external site that may or may not comply with
accessibility guidelines. Guidelines.
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